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The H/D and 14N/15N vapor pressure isotope effects in liquid and solid ammonia have been
measured at temperatures between 163 K and 243 K. The isotopic vapor pressure data have been
fitted to T ln (P' P) = A/T- B for the liquid/liquid, liquid/solid and solid/solid ranges of temperature.
The triple points are; 195.41 K (45.49 torr) for 14NH3, 198.96 K (48.35 torr) for 14ND3, and 195.58 K
(48.83 torr) for 15NH3. The isotopic difference in the vapor pressures of NH3 and ND3 at temper
atures between 195.41 K and 198.96 K is nearly independent of temperature within the present
experimental uncertainty. The phase ratios of the reduced partition function ratios, / it,//gas and
/soi//gas, deduced from these results are well represented by Tin (fc/fg)= A/T-B. Molecular forces
in the liquid and solid ammonias are discussed using a simple cell and a 4-molecular unit cell model,
respectively. The librational motions in the liquid are almost as highly hindered as they are in the
solid, but the directionality of the external forces on nitrogen atoms in liquid ammonia is not as well
defined as in the solid.

I. Introduction
Vapor pressure isotope effects (VPIE) in ammonia
have been studied by few investigators only [1,2], al
though the first measurements of the vapor pressure
of trideuteroammonia date as far back as 1933 [3].
Figure 1 summarises existing data on the effects of
substituting three deuterium atoms for three protium
atoms (H/D-VPIE) and substituting 15N for 14N (14/
15-VPIE) in the liquid [4-6] and solid [7] ammonias.
Evidently significant discrepancies exist in the H/DVPIE for the liquid, the H/D-data on the solid contain
large uncertainties, no reliable VPIE data are avail
able at temperatures between the triple points of iso
topic ammonias, and not much is known about the
14/15-VPIE.

In this paper we report on a set of new experimental
results on both H/D- and 14/15-VPIE in the liquid
and solid ammonias at temperatures ranging from
163 K to 243 K, obtained by using samples of high
chemical and isotopic purity, a high-precision dif
ferential manometry, and a cryostat built using
Bigeleisen's design [8], We will then present an analy
sis of the results in the light of Bigeleisen's theory of
isotope effects on the thermodynamic properties of
condensed system [9] which, almost three decades af
ter its publication, still provides a solid foundation for
isotope effect studies of condensed phases. A simple
cell model of Stern, Van Hook and Wolfsberg [10] and
a 4-molecule unit cell model have been developed to
represent the liquid and solid, respectively.

II. Experimental
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The measurements of the vapor pressures and their
isotopic differences were carried out in a cryostat of
the BBIR design [8] with some modifications as de
scribed in one of our earlier papers [11]. The temper
ature of the isotopic samples contained in separate
cavities in a copper block of five-nine purity was con
trolled with a short-time (ca. 2 hrs) stability which is
generally far better than +0.001 K and well within
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Fig. 1. Summary of previous data on vapor pressure isotope
effects in liquid and solid ammonia. Open circles; Kirshenbaum and Urey [4] for H D-VPIE, corrected by Armstrong
for 2.1% H in ND3 sample. Crosses: Wolffand Höpfner [5]
for H/D-VPIE. Dark circles' Groth, Ihle and Murrenhoff [6]
for H D-VPIE. Squares: Thode [7] for 14/15-VPIE. corrected
for 29.4% 14N in the 15NH3 sample. Lines', Armstrong [1],
See footnote of Table 2.

+ 0.001 K of each other. The stated stability was
achieved by detecting fluctuations in the vapor pres
sure of one of the samples and feeding the information
back to a circuit which controls the electric heating of
the high heat capacity radiation shields surrounding
the copper block. The calibration of the temperature
scale has been described earlier [11]. The absolute pres
sure of ammonia of natural isotopic abundance was
measured with a spiral quartz gauge (Mensor Corp.
Model No. 10100-001 with sensor No. 10095-001;
range =0-1500 torr, resolution = +0.0075 torr) cali
brated with a Ruska dead-weight gauge Model 2460.
Measurements of the differences in the isotopic vapor
pressures were carried out with a capacitance gauge
per isotopic pair (Datametrics Model 572; 0.005%
precision in each of the switch-selectable full scale
ranges of 100. 30, 10, 3, 0.3 and 0.5 torr).
Samples of isotopic ammonia were purified by the
following procedure; (i) bulb-to-bulb distillation, sev
eral times, to remove the common impurities (0 2, N2,
CO. CH4 and other hydrocarbons), (ii) cryogenic dis
tillation over metallic sodium, after liquid ammonia

was left standing with sodium for one day, mainly to
remove water, and then (iii) a repeated bulb-to-bulb
distillation mainly to remove products of reaction
with sodium (H2, CO, C 0 2 and CH4). A new gas
chromatographic method had to be developed to de
termine the part-per-million level of the chemical im
purities in ammonia, particularly water. The analyti
cal method may be summarized as follows. A five
milliliter (NTP) ammonia sample is injected using a
stainless steel sample holder-inlet valve assembly of
a special design and eluted through a 10 ft long,
3/16" I.D., stainless steel column, packed with Porapak R (80/100 mesh) coated with polyethylenimin
(10% PEI, M.W.^ 1000) at 90 °C, with a helium car
rier flow rate of about 60 ml NTP/min. It is necessary
to have a pressure of about 10 atm at the sample inlet
valve in order to maintain this flow rate through the
column, an important condition for a satisfactory
peak resolution. This procedure yields the detection
limits of 5 ppm for water and 3 ppm for all other
impurities. Samples of natural abundance ammonia
(obtained from Scientific Gas Products, Inc.) and ND3
and 1?NH3 (purchased from U.S. Services, Inc.) were
purified to at least these detection limits. The purifica
tion process described above was repeated until no
chemical impurities were detected by the analytical
technique. Prevention of re-contamination of ammo
nia samples by water has been our only most difficult
problem throughout the purification, the analytical
and other gas-handling processes.
The procedure for the measurement of isotopic va
por pressures in the cryostat has been described in our
earlier papers [11-13].
Isotope analysis of the chemically purified ammo
nia samples was carried out using a Kratos MS30
Dual-beam mass-spectrometer with DS50 database
system. The water background was minimized by re
peating the process of alternately baking under ultra
high vacuum and saturating the inner walls with puri
fied isotopic ammonia.

III. Results and Discussion
1) Vapor Pressures
Results of 202 measurements of H/D-VPIE and
171 measurements of 14N /15N-VPIE at temperatures
between 163 K and 243 K are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively. Vapor pressures of the lighter and heavier
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Table 1. Examples of isotopic differences in the vapor pres
sures of ammonia (in torrs).
T( K)

P'
(NH3)

ÖP
ÖP
(NH3-ND3) (14NH3- I5NH3)

243.01
229.06
219.54
210.96
200.40
198.53
195.36
188.86
180.02
168.80

889.85
431.14
246.87
142.37
66.951
58.058
45.189
23.362
8.781
2.196

98.84
57.01
36.78
23.65
12.657
11.408
11.204
6.259
2.594
0.739

2.444
1.426
0.928
0.600
0.329
0.293
0.258
0.1750
0.0860
0.0301

Table 2. Least-squares fits of isotopic vapor pressure ratios
to (1).
Isotopic
Pair
10 / T ( K"1)
Fig. 2. Observed H/D vapor pressure isotope effects in am
monia. Dots; present work. Circles [4], Crosses [5].

Temperature A
range (K)

liq d0/liq d3 Tlr<T

15041.2
±42.9
liq d0/sol d3 T{'r <T<Tlr 161084
±5414
sol d0/sol d3 T<Tt'r
16768.7
± 152.5
liq 14/liq 15 Ttr<T
364.550
±3.105
sol 14/sol 15 T<Tt'r
1477.21
±20.90

B

a

33.1387
±0.1976
768.112
±27.426
29.9744
±0.8487
0.83480
±0.01438
6.40848
±0.11658

0.1025
0.778
0.4715
0.00795
0.06242

Tt'r and Tlr are the triple points (cf.: Table 4) of the first- and
secondnames isotopic species, respectively, er is the root
mean squares deviation of the present experimental value of
Tin {P'/P) from the least-squares fit line. Armstrong [1] fitted
the experimental points of [4] to (1) with following results:
,4 = 15 501 K and B= -34.22 for the liquid; .4 = 10393 K
and B= -4.03 for the solid.

io3/T

(K"1)

Fig. 3. Observed 14N/15N vapor pressure isotope effects in
ammonia. Dots; present work. Squares [7].

molecules are denoted by P' and P, respectively.
Throughout this paper a primed quantity is the prop
erty of the lighter isotopic species of a given pair. The
data in Figs. 2 and 3 have been corrected for the pres
ence of 0.36% 15NH3 in the normal ammonia sample,
2.7% NHD2 in trideuteroammonia, and 1.00%
14NH3 in the 15NH3 sample, using the rule of the
geometric means of isotopic compounds [14] and
Raoult's law. Table 1 presents examples of experimen
tal points at intervals of roughly 10 K (except around
the triple points).
The data are well represented by
Tin (P'/P) = — —B.

(1)
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Species Phase er(log P)
Liq
Sol
Liq
Sol
Liq
Sol

0.00091
[0.000167
(0.00123
0.00251
[0.000669
(0.00326
0.00028
0.00289
0.00060
0.00314

a

b

c

T(K)

Number
of pts

9.94326 1471.633 0.0038492 196--243 94
10.07133 1485.600 0.0041449 199--242 11]
9.95028 1473.17 0.0038603 196 250
)
10.01883 1633.785
163 195 109
10.00528 1630.993
177 195
7]
9.98379 1627.22
173 195
)
10.30672 1541.893 0.0043762 199 -243 67
10.23684 1700.623
163- 198 135
9.94265 1472.232 0.0038514 196 -243 69
10.04193 1638.775
163 195 102

Table 2 summarizes results of the least-squares fits.
The straight lines in Figs. 2 and 3 have been drawn
according to (1) and Table 2. Between 202 K and
236 K Kirshenbaum and Urey's data (Fig. 2) are some
what higher than ours, while Wolff and Höpfner's
agree better with ours at the higher liquid tempera
tures. The very qualitative agreement between Thode's
(Fig. 3) and ours is almost fortuitous considering the
fact that the points by Thode have been corrected for
the presence of 29.4% 14N in his sample.
Vapor pressures of the individual isotopic mole
cules have been least squares-fitted to the functional
form
b
In P(torr) = a ------------c T(K)
T(K)

(2)

for the liquid and
b
In P (torr) = a --------T(K)

(3)

for the solid. The results are summarized in Table 3.
In addition to (2) and (3), a third form, i.e., lnP =
a —b/T —c In T. has been tried. Equation (2) gave sig
nificantly better results than the other two for the
liquid, as exemplified by almost an order of magnitude
better c7, while all functional forms yielded comparable
results for the solid. The third column of Table 3,
a (log P), is the RMSD of the experimental points from
(2) or (3). Thus, for liquid 14NH3, the present work
gives an average of 0.21% error in pressure, while the
experimental points by Overstreet and Giauque [15]
and Armstrong [1] respectively give 0.038% and
0.28% scatters relative to the values calculated using
(2) and the corresponding parameters in Table 3. It is
to be noted that Overstreet and Giauque used an ice
point of their time, i.e., 273.10 K. The parameters
given in the table have been obtained by re-fitting

Table 3. Vapor pressure equations
for individual isotopic ammonias:
(2) for the liquid, and (3) for the
solid.
Values in square brackets are ob
tained by re-fitting the data of [15]
after the ice point correction; see
text. Values in parentheses are
quoted from [1] in which the data
bases were [3, 15, 16a-e] for the
liquid and [15, 16 a, 16 e and 16 f]
for the solid. All other values are
results of the present work.

Table 4. Triple points of isotopic ammonia.
Isotopic
species
14n h 3
14n d 3
15n h 3

Plr(torr)

uk)

Armstrong This work Armstrong This work
195.45
199

195.41
198.96
195.58

45.58
48.22

45.49
48.35
48.83

Armstrong's triple point temperatures [1] were based on the
ice point of 273.16 K. The values in this table have been
corrected.

their experimental points after making the tempera
ture correction. Armstrong's values are a result of his
critical review of the then available data, including
[15]. Armstrong's ice point was 273.16 K. As different
as the parameters for NH3 in Table 3 may look, the
LSF equations derived from [1] and [15] yield numer
ical values of vapor pressure which agree with the
present results within the stated limits of uncertainties
in the specified temperature ranges.
Kiss, Matus, and Opauszky [17] reported (without
experimental data) an equation, Tlog(P'/P) = 42.36
- 0.1244 T for the H/D effect in the liquid, and
T log (P'/P) = 105.4 - 0.4210 T for the H/D effect in the
solid. Their liquid equation gives values which are 1 to
3% lower than ours. The solid equation agrees well
with ours in the immediate vicinity of the triple point
of NH3 but deviates increasingly at the lower temper
atures (e.g., 16% higher than ours at 103/T of 6.0).
2) Triple Points
The triple points determined in the present study
have been summarized in Table 4. That for NH3 by
Overstreet and Giauque [15] is 195.41 K (45.58 torr)
after the 0.05 K correction, which is in good agree
ment with the present work. Armstrong's ND3 triple
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point is based on the results of Kirshenbaum and
Urey [4].
It is worth pointing out that the difference in the
vapor pressures of NH3 and ND3 does not change
much at temperatures between the triple points of
NH3 and ND3, while the magnitude of the vapor
pressure changes considerably (P' = 45.5 torr ~
60.4 torr) in the same range. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4, in which a part of the experimental data set of
Fig. 2 has been plotted differently at temperatures
near the triple points of NH3 and ND3. The difference
in the pressures in this range can be represented by
<5P(torr) = P '- P = -(0.0251 ±0.0323) T(K)
+ (16.388 + 6.381),
with a RMSD of 0.181 torr in <5P, meaning that ÖP is
constant within the experimental uncertainties. The
constancy of ÖP implies that the ratio of the heats of
vaporization of liquid NH3 (AH' ) and sublimation
of solid ND3 (A//Sub) is equal to the ratio of the volume
changes in the vaporization of NH3 and the sublima
tion of ND3, at any temperature within this range.
Or, using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, P'AH'vap %
P AHsuh and P'/P ^ ASsub/AS;ap > 1. The least-squares
fits of the individual vapor pressures to (3) in this
range give
AH (sublimation)
AH' (vaporization)

Fig. 4. Plot of <5P= P'(NH3)-P(N D 3) vs. temperature near
the triple points.

computed from
ß 0(to rr-1) = -

a formula which has been obtained by fitting the data
given in [18] at temperatures between 200 K and
250 K. The molar volumes of the condensed phases
have been calculated from

7.724 + 0.019
= 1.286 + 0.012
6.004 + 0.052

while the average of P'/P is 1.275. These observations
appear to be valuable in elucidating the structure of
liquid ammonia near its triple points. A further discus
sion of this subject is postponed for a future study.
3) Reduced Partition Function Ratios
The phase ratio of the reduced partition function
ratios, / c//g, has been calculated from the vapor pres
sure ratios, P'/P, by an application of the usual correc
tions [2, 9,21],
v
I n (f jf e)= 1 + P '( b o- ^ \

(4)
ln (P '/P )-ln /r*ot.

At temperatures between the triple points of two iso
topic species we should add a third term, —PAV/RT,
where AK is the molar volume change on melting at
T, to the right-hand side of (4) and, correspondingly,
K = Fjiq. This term, however, is negligible in the pres
ent case, e.g., -0.000009 at 196K and -0.000012 at
199 K. The second virial coefficient B0(T) has been

1625.80 6.577 7.427 x lO "3
+ ^ ----------—— ---- , (5)
T
T-

VUq(ml/mol)= 1.258 x 10-4 T 2
—1.466 x 10~2 T + 21.261

(6)

Fsol(ml/mol) = 9.083 x 10"3 T + 18.986,

(7)

and
both obtained by fitting the liquid (197.15 K 239.15 K) and solid (81 K - 195.2 K) data from [18].
The contributions of the non-classical rotation in
the gaseous molecules have been calculated for the
symmetric top using the rotational constants obtained
from the molecular geometry of Benedict and Plyler
[19]: For 14NH3: 9.99 cm-1 (expt'l = 9.94) and
6.35 cm "1 (expt'l = 6.31); for 14ND3: 5.16 cm "1 (5.14)
and 3.18cm"1 (3.16); for 15NH3: 9.96cm"1 and
6.35 cm "1. The experimental values indicated are
from IR data [20], No experimental data were avail
able for 15NH3. Thus,
1.436 0.679
In / £ = - — --------= 5T
T"

[H/D],

(8)

and
In /rot =

3.12x 10
T

2.21 x 10"2
[14NH3/ 15NH3]. (9)
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Table 5. Least-squares parameters for the reduced partition
function ratios: Fit to eq. (10).
Isotopic
pair

Condensed
phases

NH3/ND3

liquid/liquid 15793 + 46
liquid/solid 145070+19
solid/solid
17070+105
liquid/liquid 372.2 + 2.2
liquid/solid 27600 + 21
solid/solid
1476+16

]4n h 3/
15n h 3

A

B
35.62 + 0.21
685.6 + 9.8
30.35 + 0.59
0.8776 + 0.0101
140+11
6.4058 + 0.0936

The non-classical contributions to the H/D effect are
relatively more significant (e.g., —0.0059 and —0.0088
at 243 K and 163 K. respectively) than those for the
14/15 effect (e.g., -1.34 x 10"5 at 240 K and -2.00
x 10"5 at 163 K).
The phase ratios of the reduced partition function
ratios, / c//g, thus calculated are plotted in Figs. 5
and 6. The straight lines are in the form
T ln (/c// g) = | - B ,
I03/T ( K"1)
Fig. 5. Reduced partition function ratio for NH3/ND3. The
solid line is calculated using the F-matrix of Table 7.

(10)

the coefficients A and B being tabulated in Table 5.
Although both H/D and 14N /15N VPIEs are nor
mal, i.e., the lighter molecule exhibits the higher vapor
pressure, the effect of the d3-for-d0 substitution is
greater than that of the 13N-for-14N substitution by
more than an order of magnitude. This indicates sig
nificant hindrance of librational motions of ammonia
molecules in its condensed phases.
4) Molecular Forces in the Condensed Ammonia

IO3/T ( K~1)
Fig. 6. Reduced partition function ratio for 14NH3/ 15NH3.
The solid line is calculated using the F-matrix of Table 7.

The method of vapor pressure isotope effect pio
neered by Bigeleisen is one of the most powerful tools
for elucidation of the forces acting on the molecules in
condensed phases, as Bigeleisen [21] and many who
followed him (notably. Van Hook, Wolfsberg, and
their associates) have illustrated by excellent exam
ples. The usefulness of the VPIE method is based on
the fact that it directly gives information on the mean
second derivatives of the potential energy felt by the
condensed phase molecules. Technically, the forces in
the condensed phases are found by calculating f c (i.e.,
/solid or /iiq) from / c//g and / g, the latter being com
puted mainly from spectroscopic information, and
then theorizing on the structure and forces in the con
densed phase using a structural model. One usually
assumes validity of the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
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mation and try to reproduce not only the observed
VPIEs but also other isotopic properties such as the
spectroscopic data in the condensed phase using a
single force constant matrix per phase.

Table 6. Fundamentals and calculated frequencies of gaseous
ammonia. Benedict [19], Spirko [22], Morgan [23].

The Gas

nh3

Spirko's anharmonic potential function [22] repro
duces well all known experimental frequencies of gas
eous NH3, ND3 and 15NH3, including the doublets
resulting from the umbrella-type inversion of the
pyramidal molecule. We used the frequencies calcu
lated (Table 6) from his force constants to compute the
reduced partition function ratios (RPFRs) of the gas
phase, / g(d0/d 3) and / g(14/15), as the square roots of
the / obtained from
ln(s/s')/=Z<51nfc(Ui),
(11)
i
where the summation was taken over the twelve split
frequencies for the gas and
\nb(ui) = lj - \ n u i + \ n ( l - e - Ui),
\nb(ui) = \nb{u'i)-\n b (u i),
u,- = h cv Jk T .

(12)
(13)
(14)

The Solid
Neutron diffraction [24,25] and x-ray diffraction
[26] studies of crystalline ammonia-d0 and ammoniad3 agree about the solid being of the cubic space
group. P2i3(T4), with four molecules per unit cell on
the sites of C3 symmetry. Each molecule is hydrogenbonded to six nearest neighbors, three as a proton-do
nor and three through hydrogen atoms from three
other neighbors.
Our goal here was to develop an F-matrix for the
solid ammonia which best reproduces the present
VPIE data, namely / s//g as a function of temperature
for both isotopic pairs and also all available spectro
scopic data of isotopic solid ammonias. The infrared
and Raman spectra of crystalline ammonia have been
studied by a number of groups [27], We chose to fit
our solid F-matrix to the results of Binbrek and An
derson [27 b] for the internal consistency of their data.
It is the most extensive spectroscopic study of the
isotopic frequencies of vibrational and lattice modes
in the IR and Raman at temperatures ranging between
18 K and 107K. Their data generally agree well with
other group's. We used a unit cell model consisting of

Molecule

Exp.(cm ')

Calc. (cm ')

Benedict

Spirko

v3(E)

3336.2
3337.2
932.5
968.3
3443.6
3443.9
1626.1
1627.4
2420.1
2420.6
745.7
749.4
2564.0

v4(E)

1191.0

3342.0
3343.4
930.4
968.8
3455.9
3456.7
1631.3
1631.8
2428.8
2429.4
745.3
749.2
2576.1
2576.2
1182.3
1182.4

v ja j

Morgan
3335

Mode

vi(A,)
v2( a j
v3(E)
v4(E)

nd3

MA,)
v2(A,)

15n h 3

v3(E)

926.3
961.0
—

v4(E)

1625.0

v2(Ax)

3338.2
3339.7
926.7
963.8
3446.3
3447.1
1628.6
1629.0

four molecules to represent our solid and treated the
cluster by means of the FG matrix method in the
following manner.
The unit cell used is that of Reed and Harris [24]
which may be qualitatively described as follows. If one
places one of the four molecules on a corner of a cubic
lattice with the N->H vectors directing outward from
the cube (and symmetrically placed around an exten
sion of the main diagonal of the cube), three other
molecules are almost on the facecenters of the three
mutually perpendicular faces of the cube that intersect
each other at the first corner. One of the N-»H vectors
on each of the face molecules points almost directly to
the nitrogen of the corner molecule. Within each
molecule R (N-H) = 1.005 Ä and H -N -H angle =
110.4°. The unit cell dimensions are 5.073 Ä for ND3
and 5.084Ä for NH3 [24,26], The equilibrium posi
tions of the 16 atoms were set up accordingly.
We completely neglected the kinetic energy cou
pling terms among the 4 molecules: A 48 x 48 G-matrix of the cluster was set up without defining any
coordinate which would have explicitly involved
simultaneous motions of atoms belonging to different
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Table 7. F-matrix of solid ammonia in valence coordinates *.
Description

Notation Value
(mdyn Ä"1 or mdyn Ä)

Nc-H stretch
Nf-H stretch
HNCH bend
HNfH bend
Strc-Strc interact
Strf-Strf
Bendc-Bendc
Bcndf-Bendf
Strc-Bendc
Strc-Bendc
Strf-Bendf
Strf Bendf
Translation

fo
fa
fß
Jdd
fdd
fßß
fL
fo.
Jdß
Jdß
fl
ffxv
fl

Rotation

fl,
fL
fl
f fxy
.IR

Ext-Ext

f lx~Ty
f ( - Ry
■'Rx

Int Ext

fx—
Tz
Jß-Tz
c =
JfD-T
fS
Jß-T2

5.835
5.834
0.569
0.569
-0.041
-0.041
-0.0040
-0.0041
0.046
-0.0426
0.046
-0.0426
0.158 —(1.8061 x 10"3M
+ (8.7505 x 10"6)zl2
0.1154 —(7.4132 x 10" 4M
0.3360-(3.4349 x 10" 3M
+ (1.5771 x 10"4) A2
0.1012 —(5.2011 x 10" 4M
0.1558 —(5.1828 x 10"4)A
8.5272 x 10"2
—(2.5960 x 10"4) A
1.0989 x 10"1
—(3.3455 x 10"4) zl
0.2054 —(6.6728 x 10 4M
9.9600 x 10"2
-(4.4630 x 10"'4)A
+ (7.4074 x 10"6)zl2
6.5534 x 10"2
—(2.5868 x 10"4) zl
—1.000 x 10"3
—(4.1183 x 10-3)zl
-(8.4982 x 10"5)zl2
1.000 x 10"3
+ (4.0429 x 10"3)zl
-(2.5714 x 10"4)zl2
(5.8181 x 10"3)zl
+ (2.6252 x 10"4)zl2
(-1.0315 xlO"2M
—(6.8580 x 10"4)zl2

* All elements are in units of mdyn Ä" \ except / R's and the
interactions among /R's, which are in units of mdyn Ä.
A—T(K) —180. The superscripts, c and f, denote the corner
and face molecules, respectively. The primed /(e.g., /^ J
refers to an interaction between an NH stretch and an HNH
bend in which the nitrogen atom is the only atom shared by
the two coordinates, while the unprimed / (e.g., fDx) refers to
the one between the two coordinates in which an N-H bond
is shared. For the external modes, the molecular symmetry
axis is the r-axis. The notation such as f Tx means that the
element applies to the translation in the molecular .xy-plane,
while fT _T refers to an interaction between the coordinates
T, and T,./

molecules in the cluster. Thus in this model the inter
molecular interactions were accounted for solely
through off-diagonal terms in the corresponding Fmatrix. The coordinate system was set up as follows;
24 valence coordinates (three N -H stretching and
three H -N -H angle-bending coordinates per mole
cule) and 24 intermolecular coordinates (six orthonor
mal coordinates [28] per molecule for the local exter
nal modes). Three of the latter 24 correspond to the
acoustic modes. All bending coordinates were
weighted by the equilibrium distance of the N -H
bond, which is 1.005 Ä. Assignments of the calculated
normal frequencies were made on the basis of the
magnitudes and symmetries of the elements of vibra
tional eigenvectors.
A procedure based on the method of derivatives [11]
has led to the final F-matrix for the solid, which is
summarized in Table 7. In the method a matrix of first
derivatives of frequencies and several representative
values of VPIEs with respect to the elements of an
F-matrix are computed for every isotopic molecule,
and desired adjustments in the frequencies and VPIEs
are obtained as a linear combination of the elements
of the derivative matrix. The F-matrix resulting from
this step constitutes an improved F-matrix, which is
then used as a basis of the next round of F-matrix
fitting. After every round the magnitudes of the new
F-matrix elements and their shifts from the gas F-matrix are checked for reasonableness, and discretionary
adjustments are made where they are justified.
The vibrational and lattice frequencies calculated
from the F-matrix of Table 7 thus obtained are com
pared with the observed fundamentals [27 b] in Tables
8 and 9, respectively. Table 9 also lists the results from
a lattice dynamics study by Righini [29]. The agree
ment is satisfactory.
The RPFR of the solid. /., has been computed as
the quartic root of the / obtained by taking the sum
mation in (11)-(14) over the 48 normal frequencies
corresponding to this F-matrix. The solid lines
through the solid/solid temperatures in Figs. 5 and 6
have been drawn according to thus calculated / s//g.
The agreement is excellent.
The Liquid
Compared to crystalline ammonia, not much is ex
perimentally known about the structure of liquid am
monia. The x-ray diffraction study by Krüh and Petz
[30] showed that, in the liquid at 199. 228 and 277 K,
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Table 8. Fundamentals and calculated frequencies (cm
solid ammonia. Anderson [27 b].
Molecule

Mode

Experimental
Anderson
(107 K)

Calculated
This work
(180 K)

nh3

v,(A)
V2(A)
V3(E)
V4(E)
v'i (A)
V2(A)
V3(E)
V4(E)
v,(A)
V2(A)
V3(E)
V4(E)

3210
1058
3370
1650
2335
814
2505
1196
—
—
—
—

3146
1019
3292
1621
2246
775
2431
1179
3144
1014
3283
1618

nd3

15n h 3

of

Table 9. Comparison of lattice frequencies of solid ammonia.
Molecule Mode

nel

nd,
each ammonia molecule is surrounded on the average
by about 11 neighbors, 7 at a mean distance of 3.56 Ä
and 4 at 4.1 Ä. Narten's x-ray study [31] at 277 K gave
a first peak in the radial distribution function of N -N
at a distance of 3.4 Ä and a pronounced shoulder at
3.7 Ä. No experimentally observed lattice frequencies
have been reported, except for a broad, weak band
centered around 320 cm "1 observed by Lemley et al.
[32].
We have analyzed the present VPIE data for the
liquid by using a simple cell model. The molecular
geometry of the gas molecule [19] was used for the
liquid molecules. The coordinates consisted of three
N -H stretches, three HNH bends (weighted by the
equilibrium N -H distance of 1.0124 Ä), and three
translational and three librational coordinates. The
F-matrix was determined by mainly fitting the inter
nal block to the fundamentals reported by Lemley [32]
and the external block to the magnitudes and slopes
of the plots of Tin (/,//g) vs. l/T(Figs. 5 and 6) in the
liquid/liquid temperature range for both VPIEs. The
final liquid F-matrix and the frequencies calculated
from it are presented in Tables 10 and 11, respectively.
This F-matrix, which consists of only 10 distinct ele
ments, reproduces the experimental points in the
liquid/liquid range in Figs. 5 and 6 so closely that for
the sake of clarity no calculated lines have been added
to the Figs. 5 and 6.
For both VPIEs the combination of the F-matrices
of the solid (Table 7) and liquid (Table 10) also gives
excellent agreements with experiment at temperatures
between the triple points. No lines have been drawn in
this range in Figs. 5 and 6 to avoid obscuring the data
points.

a v, t .
V
12 R~e v3t ;
V'4K
f v 5t ,

310
107
298
140

V6T,
v7R.

183
260

vs R,

426 TO
358 LO
358
533

V9 Ky
Av,T.
v2 r:
E V3Txy
v4 Rxy
E v'5Txyz
V6Txy:
v7R,
V8 Rxy

'n h

Exp. .
Calculated (cm ~')
(c m 1)
This work
Anderson Righini
(180 K)
(80 K)

V9 Ky
a vj t .
v'2 K
E V3Tv>
V4 R.n
F v5TX}
V6Tv>
v7 r ;
Vo Rv,
vQRV

242
100
227
129
173
192
315
267
267
406

144
306
122
299
130 TO
132 LO
181
273 TO
274 LO
423
360
360
524 TO
530 LO
131
223
113
219
122 TO
124 LO
168
196
306
262
262
383 TO
388 LO

126
311
107
298
141
183
260
381
381
381
532
116
220
99
214
130
168
184
273
273
273
381
122
311
104
298
137
178
260
381
381
381
532

LO and TO are the longitudinal and transverse components
of Raman spectra, respectively. Anderson [27 b], Righini [29].
Values of this work computed using F-matrix of Table 7.

5) An Overview
Earlier in this paper we have noted the contrasting
difference in the magnitudes of VPIEs between the
H/D and 14/15 substitutions. We further note that the
slopes in the H/D-VPIE plots (Figs. 2 and 5) increase
only mildly in going from the liquid/liquid to the
solid/solid range, while the ones in the 14/15-VPIE
plots (Figs. 3 and 6) increase by a factor of about 4
between the liquid/liquid and solid/solid ranges. In
the following we offer an explanation for these exper
imental facts.
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Table 10. F-matrix of liquid ammonia in valence coordinates.
Description

Notation

Value
(mdynÄ-1 or mdynÄ)

N-H stretch
HNH bend

fr
h
frr

6.015
0.529
-0.003
-0.049
-0.0416
0.044
L ans= 0.1421
—3.4177 x 10 /4
/ rot = 0.1040-8.6319 x 10-5J
+1.8428 x 10~6zl2
+ 0.0268
+ 0.0042

Translation

fr*
fr'*
fr

Rotation

/r

Internal-External fnT
Interaction
/.t.

All elements are in units of mdyn Ä 1 except JR's which are
in units of mdyn Ä. A= T—217.
Table 11. Vibrational and external frequencies (cm ') for
liquid ammonia.
Mode

MA,)
v2(A,)
v3(E)
v4(E)
Try
r,v
r.

14n h 3

14ND3

Lem Bir Calc.
ley chall

Lem Bir Calc. Calc.
ley chall

3300
1046
3385
1638
—
320
—

2403
809
2521
1198
—
—
—

3240
1066
3379
1638
—
—
—

3229
1012
3325
1578
119
323
258

15NH,

2344 2318 3226
816 765 1007
2517 2450 3316
1203 1144 1575
—
109 116
—
232 323
182 258
—

Lemley [32], Birchall [33]. Calculated is this work using the
liquid F-matrix at 217 K.
Table 12. Comparison of various contributions to Tin (fc/f )
in isotopic ammonias. All values in K.
Tin (fjfg)
at 195.41 K
d0/d3
Translations
Rotations
Internal
vibrations
Non-classical
rotations
Total

T \n(fjfg)
at 198.98 K

14/15

d0/d3

14/15

3.0
84.4

6.07
1.48

2.6
76.7

1.68
0.19

-31.9

-6.41

-37.1

-0.88

1.5
57.0

0.0
1.14

1.5
43.8

0.0
0.99

Although numerically not unique, we have found
the temperature-dependencies of the intermolecular
elements in the condensed phase F-matrices (Tables 7
and 10) essential in order to reproduce the experimen
tally observed VPIEs and the spectroscopic data. It
has been especially so for the solid F-matrix to yield

the relatively large slope of the 14/15-plot in that
phase. The temperature coefficients of rotational force
constants for the solid (see, for instance, the term
—5.1828 x 10"4 A in
A = T (K )-180) are an order
of magnitude higher than those for the liquid (e.g., the
term -8.6319 x 10~5 A for f R; A = T(K )-2\1). The
temperature coefficients of the force constants of
translational motions of solid molecules in the direc
tion of the molecular symmetry axis ( / r J are much
greater (by a factor of 2.5 to 6) than those for transla
tions in the directions perpendicular to the axis. These
are the necessary consequences of the four-fold change
in the slopes of the 14/15-plot between the liquid and
solid ranges. What this physically means is that the
intermolecular forces hindering the external molecu
lar motions, especially the librations, in the solid be
come stronger and rapidly anisotropic with decreas
ing temperature in the solid range that we have
investigated.
Table 12 illustrates the magnitudes of contributions
of various molecular motions to T ln (/s//g), com
puted from the F-matrices obtained in this work and
using (11) (14), with the appropriate factoring to give
proper accounts of per-molecule contributions in both
condensed phases. In terms of the approximation (10),
the translational and librational contributions to
ln (/c//g) comprise the first quantum correction term
of A/T2, while the isotopic difference in the shifts of
zero-point energy upon condensation of gaseous mol
ecule and the non-classical rotations constitute —B/T.
Thus, the slopes in Figs. 5 and 6 are primarily deter
mined by the translational and rotational contribu
tions, while the ordinates have important contribu
tions from all molecular motions.
It is seen from Table 12 that the rotational contri
bution does in fact determine most of the difference in
the H/D and 14/15 VPIE. This makes it clear that the
rotational motions of ammonia in the liquid are hin
dered. The large differences in the rotational contribu
tions between the H/D and 14/15 substitutions
(Table 12) are due to the fact that the off-the-axis sub
stitutions in d0/d3 cause large changes in all rotational
constants, while the I4N-for-' 5N substitution is on the
axis of symmetry and near the center of the molecular
mass, so that the hindered rotations affect the isotopic
difference only insignificantly.
Furthermore, we conclude from Table 12 that the
relatively small change in the slopes of the H D-plots
between the liquid and solid (Fig. 2) must be due to the
hindrance of rotation in the liquid being about the
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same as in the solid, as far as the motions of hydrogen
atoms are concerned. In contrast, the rotational con
tribution on nitrogen substitution changes distinc
tively from 0.19 K to 1.48 K in Table 12 (Fig. 3), al
though they are small in magnitudes compared to
those of the hydrogen isotope effect. This suggests a
significant difference between liquid and solid forces
resisting movement of the nitrogen atom in the direc
tions perpendicular to the molecular figure axis.
Table 12 illustrates that the large change in the
slopes of the 14/15-VPIE plot is due to the changes in
the translational modes. The Table also shows a high
level of interaction between the internal and external
modes, especially in the solid. In the absence of such
interactions the contribution of translational modes
for the d3-ior-d0 substitution should have been greater
than that for the 15N-for-14N substitution. This is not
the case in the solid ammonia. The large translational
contribution to 14/15-VPIE in the solid is attributable
to a high degree of translational-vibrational interac
tions associated with nitrogen motion in the solid. The
change in the translational contributions is balanced
by a shift in the zero-point energy effects which is of
similar magnitude as that of the translational effects
but of opposite sign. In contrast, the motions of hy
drogen atoms which would influence both translation
and libration appear to be not much different in the
liquid and the solid; this would explain the small in
creases in the contributions (Table 12) of translation
and rotation to the H/D-VPIE upon solidification.
The schematic picture which emerges from these
observations is that the rotation of ammonia
molecules in the liquid is strongly hindered principally
because of external forces acting against the rotational
motion of hydrogen and not as much because of the
forces acting against nitrogen motion. Let us at this
point compare this picture with some other experi
mental facts and theoretical results.
The x-ray studies on the liquid at temperatures
ranging from 199 to 277 K showed 11 [26] or 12 [31]
nearest neighbors at distances ranging from 3.5 Ä to
4.1 Ä, while the neutron diffraction experiments on the
solid at 77 K [24] gave 12 nearest neighbors, i.e., 3 at
3.35 Ä and 3 at 3.88 Ä. Except for the thermal expan
sion and thermal disturbances in the liquid, the more
or less close-packed structure apparently persists not
only through the phase change but also over a wide
temperature range in the liquid.
Our recent molecular dynamics study based on a
newly developed, flexible, four-site model of liquid

ammonia [34] also confirmed the coordination num
ber of 12 at 235 K and 277 K, with a slightly more
pronounced first neighbor structure at the lower tem
perature. All other MD and MC studies also reported
coordination numbers ranging from 12 to 13 [35]. The
result that the effective coordination number and the
nearest neighbor distances are relatively insensitive to
the change in temperature is consistent with the pres
ent observation that the hindrance against rotation is
fairly well developed in the liquid. On the lone-pair
side of nitrogen, the depth of the potential minimum
varies only slowly with the changes in the azimuthal
and polar directions of the proton-donating N -H
bonds of the nearest neighbors as viewed from the
proton-accepting molecule [34]. Thus, in the liquid,
there seem to be little directional forces on the lonepair side of the nitrogen, while the hydrogens on the
other side of the molecule are tied down by the nitro
gens of approximately three nearest neighbor mole
cules, although very weakly. This, from the viewpoint
of the present discussion, may be responsible for the
rotational hindrance: The weak directionality of the
external forces on the hydrogen side of the molecule
may be sufficient to yield the significant difference in
the rotational effects for the H/D-VPIE, while the
practical absence of similar directionality on the lonepair side of the liquid ammonia molecule explains the
small rotational contributions in the nitrogen isotope
effect.
The MD results are thus consistent with the obser
vation for the liquid. In the solid, the molecules on the
lone-pair side start to fall into their places rapidly with
decreasing temperature, thus creating the more direc
tional intermolecular forces on the nitrogens atoms.
This seems to be the reason for the distinct increase in
the slopes observed in the present 14N /15N-VPIE
plots.
IV. Conclusion
The H/D- and 14N /15N-vapor pressure isotope ef
fects in liquid and solid ammonia can be satisfactorily
interpreted on the basis of the theory of isotope effects
in condensed phases originally founded by Professor
Jacob Bigeleisen, to whom this paper is dedicated. A
4-molecule unit cell model and a simple cell model
adequately describe the solid and liquid ammonia,
respectively.
Within the temperature range studied, both VPIEs
in both condensed phases are best described in terms
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of the two-term approximation, one term being the
first quantum correction due to intermolecular mo
tions and another which mainly consists of the iso
topic difference in the shifts of the vibrational zeropoint energy upon condensation of gaseous molecules.
The first quantum corrections for the H/D-VPIE in
both solid and liquid are dominated by those due to
hindered rotations. Rotation in the liquid is signifi
cantly hindered, which seems to be due to the external
forces acting against such molecular rocking effects
caused by motions of hydrogen atoms (rather than
those of nitrogen atoms) in the ammonia molecules in
the liquid. The observed 4-fold increase in the slopes
of the Tin(P'/P) vs. 1/T plot and T ln (/c//g) vs. 1/T
plot, going from the liquid/liquid to solid/solid range,
can be explained as a combined effect of i) significant
temperature-dependencies in the interactions in the
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